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ABSTRACT In endocrine cells, plasmamembrane (PM)-bound secretory granulesmust undergo a number ofmaturation stages
(i.e., priming) to become fusion-competent. Despite identiﬁcation of several molecules involved in binding granules to the PM and
priming them, the exact nature of events occurring at the PM still largely remains a mystery. In stimulated BON cells, we used
evanescent wave microscopy to study trajectories of granules shortly before their exocytoses, which provided a physical
description of vesicle-PM interactions at an unprecedented level of detail, and directly lead to an original mechanistic model. In
these cells, tethered (T), nonfusogenic, vesicles are prevented from converting to fusogenic, docked (D) ones in resting conditions.
Upon elevation of calcium, T-vesicles perform a 21-nm step toward the PM to become D, and fuse;3 s thereafter. Our ability to
directly visualize different modes of PM-attachment paves the way for clarifying the exact role of various molecules implicated in
attachment and priming of granules in future studies.
INTRODUCTION
Hormones and many other bioactive substances are released
into the bloodstream by endocrine cells via Ca21-regulated
exocytosis of large, dense core vesicles, also known as se-
cretory granules. The Ca21-dependent fusion is preceded
by: 1), packaging of the secretory vesicle contents into se-
cretory granules in the trans-Golgi network; 2), transloca-
tion to the cell periphery; 3), attachment of the granules to
the cell membrane; and 4), maturation stages required for
the vesicle to become fusion-competent (1,2). This scheme
is based on evidence obtained by different approaches, in-
cluding biochemical experiments such as cell permeabiliza-
tion, electrical methods (capacitance and amperometry) and,
more recently, optical techniques, especially total internal
reﬂection ﬂuorescence microscopy (TIRFM), also called
evanescent wave microscopy (3). In the latter method, a laser
beam totally reﬂected off the glass coverslip-aqueous solu-
tion interface creates an evanescent ﬁeld whose intensity
decreases exponentially as a function of distance from the
coverslip, with a characteristic decay length of 50–300 nm.
Thus, only the ﬁrst 1–3 layers of secretory granules (typical
diameter ¼ 200–300 nm) are visualized, without noise from
ﬂuorescently labeled, out-of-focus vesicles, making TIRFM
an ideal tool to study attachment of granules to the cell mem-
brane and their fusion. Using this method, secretory vesicle
motions close to the plasma membrane (PM) (4–7), the fate of
freshly fused granules (8–10), and mechanisms of sequential
exocytosis of granules queued-up at the cell membrane (11),
have been studied.
The ensemble of maturation stages that a secretory granule
must undergo while attached to the PM to become fusion-
competent is called priming (2,12). If priming involves a
remodeling of the attachment machinery, a change in the
distance between a vesicle and the PMmay happen. If such a
change occurs rapidly compared to the lifetimes of the pre-
ceding and succeeding states, and if it spans a sufﬁcient
distance, it may be detected by TIRFM, which can have
better than ;10 nm spatial resolution along the z axis, per-
pendicular to the imaging plane. A number of previous ob-
servations indirectly suggested that a remodeling of the
vesicle attachment machinery may indeed occur some time
before exocytosis. For example, by combining an analysis of
the residency-time distribution of vesicles in the evanescent
ﬁeld with other approaches, Toonen et al. (13) proposed the
existence of two differentmodes of granule attachment to the
PM. Nofal et al. (14) suggested that primed and not-primed
vesicle populations had different lateral mobilities in the
imaging (xy) plane, because treatments known to increase
the number of rapidly releasable vesicles, such as phorbol
myristate acetate, also affected lateral vesicle motions. Fi-
nally, in retinal bipolar neurons stimulated by a short de-
polarization, Zenisek et al. (15) found that some vesicles
made a ﬁnal, sudden 20-nm approach toward the PM shortly
before exocytosis. However, all these suggestions were ei-
ther based on indirect evidence, or were thought not to be
generally applicable. In the ﬁrst study, the lifetime analysis
was done in chromafﬁn cells at rest (not stimulated for se-
cretion) and included all vesicles in the evanescent ﬁeld,
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whether or not attached to the cell membrane. As for Nofal
et al. (14), motions along the z axis, which could have re-
vealed changes in distances between vesicles and the PM,
were not studied. Finally, Zenisek et al. (15) observed only a
very limited number of 20-nm approaches and interpreted
them as being due to a speciﬁc structure called a ribbon,
marking active zones of exocytosis, only found in some
highly specialized neurons. Interestingly, however, a few
20-nm approaches were also reported by the same authors in
nonactive zones, where presumably ribbons were absent,
opening the possibility that the stepwise approach may have
had a more general origin. In this work, to detect a remod-
eling of the attachment machinery directly, we focused our
attention onto motions that granules underwent shortly be-
fore their exocytoses in stimulated endocrine BON cells.
This builds upon previous work which had led to a detailed
characterization of three-dimensional transient motions of
secretory granules in BON cells at rest (16).
The BON cell line, derived from a human pancreatic
carcinoid tumor (17), shares many features with entero-
chromafﬁn cells of the foregut and is being increasingly
used in studies of regulated secretion (11,16,18–21). In vivo,
carcinoid tumors secrete serotonin and various proteins and
peptides, and are responsible for the carcinoid syndrome
characterized by ﬂushing, diarrhea, wheezing and cardiac
problems. In vitro, BON cells synthesize and store, in se-
cretory granules, serotonin, chromogranin A, and several
regulatory peptides such as pancreastatin and neurotensin.
Calcium-regulated secretion is induced by a number of
ways, e.g., by secretagogues such as acetylcholine (21,22),
second messengers such as phorbol esters or forskolin, or
the ionophore ionomycin in the presence of extracellular
calcium (17,23–25). Although secretion from these cells is
not nearly as well characterized as that from chromafﬁn or
PC-12 cells, they present advantages for TIRFM: they are
easy to culture and transfect, possess large secretory vesi-
cles that are easily labeled and visualized, and have good
adhesion to bare glass coverslips, eliminating the need to
use coating materials which may diffuse light and degrade
image quality.
We stimulated BON cells for secretion either by digitonin
permeabilization in a Ca21-containing medium (18,26) or by
ﬂash photolysis of an intracellular caged-calcium compound
(11,27). Single exocytotic events of secretory granules la-
beled with neuropeptide Y-green ﬂuorescent protein (NPY-
GFP) were detected at the basal membrane using TIRFM and
the behavior of fusing and nonfusing vesicles was investi-
gated by determining their trajectories both in the xy plane
and along the z axis. Detailed analyses of.2000 exocytoses
revealed that a signiﬁcant fraction of vesicles performed a
rapid, well-deﬁned 20-nm stepwise approach toward the cell
membrane shortly before fusing with it. We propose that such
a step originates when a cell-membrane-attached vesicle
undergoes a transition from the tethered to the docked state in
preparation for exocytosis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and vesicle labeling
Cells were cultured and labeled as described in Huet et al. (16). The human
carcinoid BON cell line was kindly provided by C.M. Townsend (University
of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX). For ﬂuorescence observations,
cells were transfected by a plasmid coding for the chimera between the human
pro-neuropeptide Y and the enhanced green ﬂuorescent protein (28), as de-
scribed (16). The plasmid was kindly provided byW.Almers (OregonHealth
Sciences University, Portland, OR). The processed form of the expressed
protein, NPY-GFP, speciﬁcally labels the lumens of large, dense core vesicles
(28). Either the original cell line (wild-type, orWT) or a subclone namedN13
were used in the experiments. The BON N13 clone was generated in our
laboratory for another study (29) as a negative control, stably transfectedwith
an empty pcDNA3vector (Invitrogen,Carlsbad,CA).After transfection, cells
were plated onto uncoated glass-bottom dishes (P50G-1.5-14-F, MatTek
Cultureware, Ashland, MA). Observations were performed at 31–33C, be-
tween 48 and 72 h after plating, in Locke solution (5.6 mMGlucose, 3.6 mM
HCO3 ;159.6 mM Cl
, 157.6 mM Na1, 5.6 mM K1, 5 mM HEPES-NaOH,
2.5 mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgCl2).
TIRFM observation and single-vesicle tracking
The setup and calibration are described in detail in Huet et al. (16). Brieﬂy, an
upright microscope (BX50WI; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was adapted to
TIRFM by use of a hemisphere, allowing convenient variation of the inci-
dence angle and hence the evanescence depth, d. An evanescent wave was
generated using the 488-nm line of an argon laser (177-G02; Spectra Physics,
Newport, Irvine, CA) radially entering a BK7 glass hemisphere from its
curved side. The beam totally reﬂected off the planar face of the hemisphere
which was optically coupled to a glass-bottom culture dish using immersion
oil (518 C; Carl ZeissMicroImaging, Oberkochen, Germany). During stream
acquisition, laser power was attenuated to ;1 mW and illumination was re-
stricted to image acquisition by a shutter coupled to the camera to minimize
photobleaching. Cells were observed through a water immersion objective
(LUMPlanFL/IR 603/0.9 numerical aperture; Olympus), and a 515–550 nm
band-pass or a.515 nm high-pass ﬁlter (both from Olympus). Frames were
captured with a charge-coupled device camera (CoolSnap HQ; Photometrics,
Roper Scientiﬁc, Tucson, AZ) after choosing a region of interest typically
encompassing a single cell. Under these conditions, one pixel corresponded to
107.5 nm. Frames were acquired for 60–120 s at 2–40 Hz using MetaVue
software (Universal Imaging, Molecular Devices, Downingtown, PA).
Most vesicles appeared as diffraction-limited ﬂuorescent spots, since their
sizes were similar to those obtained with 200-nm diameter ﬂuorescent beads.
Single exocytic events were detected as described in Tran et al. (11), and the
position and the frame number of each detected exocytosis event was
marked.
Single vesicles were tracked as described in detail in Huet et al. (16).
Brieﬂy, two-dimensional (xy) ﬂuorescent spot trajectories in the imaging
plane were obtained from stacks of images by single-particle tracking using
theMetamorph software (Universal Imaging,Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale,
CA).Wedid single-particle tracking one spot at a time. The position of a given
spot (xy coordinates) on every frame was detected as the centroid of the
corresponding pixels (30). To minimize positioning error, it was important to
exclude as much of the image background as possible from the centroid
calculation. This was achieved by setting a threshold brightness. Pixel values
below the threshold were taken to be zero whereas those above remained
unchanged.
Two-dimensional diffusion coefﬁcients, the values of Dxy (plotted in Fig.
2 B, appearing later in this article), were calculated by plotting the mean-
squared displacement (MSD) as a function of the time lag,Dt, between vesicle
positions, as in Tran et al. (18). Only short lags (typically up to 1/10th of the
maximum lag) were used in analyses, since statistical errors become large at
long lag times as the number-averaged positions decline (31). For most
vesicles, the MSD curve was linear at short lags, and a two-dimensional
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diffusion coefﬁcient was well deﬁned as Dxy ¼ m/4, where m is the slope of
the linear portion of the MSD curve, obtained by least-squares ﬁtting. For
vesicles which displayed constrained or directed motions, the MSD plot had
curvature. For these, a short-time diffusion coefﬁcient was obtained from
the initial slope of the MSD curve. Vesicles having a diffusion coefﬁcient
less than ﬁve-times the average value obtained by tracking immobilized
ﬂuorescent beads (16), i.e., Dxy , 5 3 10
4 mm2/s, were considered to be
immobile.
Trajectories of vesicles along the z axis (perpendicular to the glass-solution
interface) were calculated as follows. We ﬁrst evaluated the ﬂuorescence
intensity of a spot in a given frame by plotting radially averaged pixel values
as a function of distance from the spot’s center. The intensity of a spot was
deﬁned as the area under a Gaussian ﬁt to this proﬁle, with the tail of the
Gaussian set to zero amplitude. This amounts to subtracting the local back-
ground; upon complete disappearance of a spot, the calculated intensity drops
to zero (i.e., to the local background level). Evanescent ﬁeld proﬁles at various
incidence angles were calibrated experimentally, as described in Huet et al.
(16). The measured proﬁles were well ﬁtted by exponential decays, I ¼ Io
exp(z/d), where z is a distance along the z axis. This relation was inverted to
calculate the trajectory of a ﬂuorescent spot in the z direction: z(t)¼d ln[I(t)/
Io]. Fluorescence intensity traces were rescaled such that I ¼ Io just before a
fusion event. We averaged 5–10 points just preceding an exocytosis event to
deﬁne Io.
Approximately one-half of the newcomers made a nonrandom, directed
approach toward the cell membrane, as in the example given later in Fig. 3 A.
Apart from high frequency position ﬂuctuations, these vesicles never re-
versed their course toward the PM. Many had a constant arrival speed. Some
slowed down, or accelerated slightly as they approached their ﬁnal desti-
nation. For these, an average velocity was used for the histogram later in
Fig. 3 B.
To characterize a ﬁnal, stepwise approach toward the cell membrane, we
looked for steplike features preceding a fusion event in all z-trajectories. If
more than one steplike feature was present, only the ﬁnal one was considered.
A step was usually completed within 1–2 frames (at 10 frames/s acquisition),
facilitating identiﬁcation and characterization. We either used a manual
characterization, or ﬁtted a steplike function as in Fig. 5, A–C, shown later in
text, to characterize steps. For manual characterization, we typically aver-
aged 5–10 points preceding and following a step, and took the difference to
determine the step size. The average timing of the points just preceding and
succeeding a step was taken as the time of stepping, and used in the calcu-
lations of the timescales t1 and t2 (see Fig. 5, A and B). For characterization
using a ﬁt, we used a function of the form zﬁt¼ a1 Dz/[11 exp((t ts)/t)],
where ameasures the z-position after stepping down, ts is the time of stepping
with respect to the time of fusion (i.e., ts ¼ t2), t measures the timescale
over which stepping occurs, and Dz is the step size. A minimum of ap-
proximately ﬁve experimental points before and after a step were used in the
ﬁt. Parameters obtained either manually or by ﬁtting agreed to within a few
percent: errors due to the choice of the characterization method are much
smaller than the intrinsic widths of the distributions of the obtained param-
eters, namely Dz (see Fig. 5 E), t1 and t2 (see Fig. 6). An exception was t, for
which ﬁtting usually yielded smaller values than manual calculations. This is
expected, since in manual characterization, t cannot be shorter than half the
period between frames (i.e., 50 ms for 10 frames/s acquisition). All ﬁts were
made using the Curve Fitting Toolbox of MatLab 6.5 (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA).
Cell stimulation
Digitonin permeabilization in the presence of calcium
To clamp the calcium concentration to a known and well-controlled value,
we placed cells in a potassium glutamate medium containing 30 mM free
calcium (150 mM potassium glutamate, 20 mM PIPES, 2 mM HEDTA,
2 mMEGTA, 2 mMATP, 0.3 mMGTP, 4.1 mMMgCl2, 2.5 mMCaCl2 and
0.3% BSA, pH adjusted to 7.0 using KOH. The free [Ca21] and [Mg21] are
calculated to be 30 mM and 1 mM, respectively, using the programs Max-
Chelator (http://www.stanford.edu/;cpatton/maxc.html, (32)), and Calcv22
(33)) just before TIRFM observations. Single cells were permeabilized by a
10 s superfusion with the same buffer supplemented by 20 mM digitonin
(18), using a glass or quartz micropipette (opening diameter 10–100 mm),
connected to a perfusion system (model BPS-4; ALA Scientiﬁc Instruments,
Westbury, NY). A second, larger micropipette, placed at the other side of the
cell, was used to aspirate the stimulation solution. This helped avoid stim-
ulating other cells in the dish, so that up to;10 cells could be stimulated per
dish, one after another. Image acquisition typically started just before the
superfusion of the cell under observation. No fusion occurred before digi-
tonin superfusion. Cells could also be suspended in a digitonin-containing
medium and stimulated by superfusion of Ca21.
To assess successful cell permeabilization and calcium entry, the ace-
toxymethyl ester derivative of the calcium indicator Fluo-4 (Fluo-4-AM,
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used. Cells were loaded by incubation in
Locke buffer supplemented with 2 mM Fluo-4-AM at 37C for 30 min.
Digitonin was applied and data collected as above.
Ultraviolet-uncaging of calcium
Cells were incubated at 37C for 60 min in Locke buffer with 30 mM
o-nitrophenyl-EGTA-acetoxymethyl ester (NP-EGTA-AM, Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, CA) followed by 60-min incubation in the culture medium. Under the
TIRF microscope, typically eight brief pulses of ultraviolet (UV) light (300–
400 nm) were generated every 10 s using a JML-C2 Xenon arc ﬂash lamp
(Rapp Optoelectronic, Hamburg, Germany) coupled to the epiﬂuorescence
port of the microscope using a liquid light guide and a modiﬁed LGA-Z-1M
adaptor. UV light was reﬂected by a 400 nm dichroic toward the sample, and
ﬂuorescence was collected through a 515–550 nm band-pass ﬁlter. Although
a near maximal power output from the JML-C2 Xenon arc ﬂash lamp was
used (three capacitors, 370 V discharge), only a small fraction of the ﬂash
light reached the sample due to the poor transmission of the LUMPlanFL/IR
603/0.9 NA objective (Olympus). In these experiments, [Ca21]i rises almost
instantaneously upon photolysis of the NP-EGTA with a UV pulse, then
decreases roughly exponentially in 2–15 s (see Supplementary Material). For
the calculation of the t2 distributions shown later in Fig. 7 B, an event was
considered to belong to UV pulse n if fusion occurred between pulses n and
n11, even if a step occurred in the period n1 to n.
Newcomers, residents and steppers were observed with both types of
stimulation, with apparently similar characteristics.
Measurements of intracellular calcium levels are described in the online
Supplementary Material.
RESULTS
Secretion from BON cells
The original cell line (wild-type, WT) was reported to be
heterogeneous (34). We conﬁrmed this, and generated a
number of clones. Secretory properties of these, and of a
clone previously prepared by B. Gasnier were tested both in
cell-population and single-cell assays (see Supplementary
Material). A clone named N13 was selected for its improved
secretory response compared to the original cell line, and
used in all experiments reported here, unless speciﬁed oth-
erwise. A brief morphological analysis of N13 cells by
electron and light microscopy is also presented in the Sup-
plementary Material.
Under TIRFM observation, secretion was elicited either by
permeabilizing single cells in a medium containing 30 mM
Ca21, using superfusion of a 20 mM digitonin solution (26),
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or by ultraviolet (UV)-induced uncaging of calcium ions
from a photolabile Ca21 chelator, o-nitrophenyl-EGTA (NP-
EGTA) (11,35,36). In the former approach, the intracellular
Ca21 concentration, [Ca21]i, should be clamped at 30 mM,
but permeabilization kinetics may obscure the initial kinetic
phase. The advantage of the latter approach is that cells can
be stimulated repetitively and that [Ca21]i is raised essen-
tially instantaneously, allowing better kinetic resolution.
However, control of the level of [Ca21]i is not as good as in
permeabilization studies. Although widely used in electro-
physiological measurements (36,37) and in two-photon mi-
croscopy (38–40), application of pulsed Ca21-uncaging to
TIRFM studies of exocytosis is novel, to the best of our
knowledge.
Under stimulation, several types of single exocytotic event
were observed using a typical acquisition rate of 10 Hz. The
most frequent one (normal exocytosis, .70% of all cases)
was characterized by a sudden increase of the intensity of a
ﬂuorescent spot, followed by its rapid disappearance ac-
companied by a cloud of dye radially diffusing away (Fig.
1A), all within;100ms; a phenomenon previously described
as single-vesicle exocytosis (3). Remaining types of event,
interpreted due to sequential exocytosis of granules queued-
up at the cell membrane, are discussed elsewhere (11).
A difﬁculty in the digitonin/Ca21 studies was that the
delay between initiation of superfusion and observation of
the ﬁrst exocytosis event was highly variable. In separate
experiments, successful cell permeabilization and calcium
entry into cells were assessed using Fluo-4, a calcium-sen-
sitive dye, previously loaded into cells. Rise of Fluo-4 ﬂuo-
rescence was again highly variable relative to the start of
superfusion with digitonin, taking anywhere from;1 s up to
several seconds. This suggested that the variable delay be-
tween the application of digitonin and the beginning of an
exocytotic response was mainly due to cell-to-cell variability
of the delay required for permeabilization. To circumvent this
variability, we took the ﬁrst exocytosis event for each cell as
the origin of time, considering that it marked successful
permeabilization and calcium entry. This also allowed us to
pool data from different cells and plot together the number of
exocytosis events as a function of time, as shown in Fig. 1 B
for WT cells. Remarkably, the data can be described accu-
rately by simple ﬁrst-order kinetics: a ﬁt of the form N(t) ¼
NN[1 exp(t/t)] up to t¼ 45 s yielded NN¼ 431 and t ¼
13.4 6 0.1 s (R2 ¼ 0.999). Beyond 45–50 s after per-
meabilization, loss of cytosolic factors may become signiﬁcant
(S. Tran, unpublished observations, and (41)). Interestingly,
events occurring beyond;45 s have faster kinetics than ﬁrst
FIGURE 1 Secretion kinetics by counting single-
vesicle exocytosis events. (A) A single-vesicle exocy-
tosis, visualized by TIRFM. A nearly diffraction lim-
ited ﬂuorescent spot disappears by giving off a puff of
light as the released soluble vesicular content marker,
NPY-GFP, diffuses away. (B) Cumulative number of
exocytosis events as a function of time, in digitonin-
permeabilized cells in the presence of 30 mM calcium.
Since the delay for successful permeabilization was
different from cell to cell, the timing of the initial event
for every cell (marking successful permeabilization
and calcium rise) was set to t ¼ 0 s. With data from 35
cells pooled together, this procedure causes the 35
initial events to artiﬁcially cluster together at t ¼ 0 s.
This artifact is removed by excluding the 35 initial
events from the plot. Dots are experimental data, while
the continuous red curve is a ﬁt to the data, up to t ¼
45 s (see text). Inset shows data and the ﬁt for short
times. (C) Cumulative number of exocytosis events as
a function of time from 59 cells from caged-calcium
experiments in which eight UV pulses were applied at
10 s intervals to increase the [Ca21]i abruptly. Peak
[Ca21]i generated per pulse is estimated to be ;1 mM
(see Supplementary Material). The value t ¼ 0 s marks
the moment the ﬁrst pulse was applied. Every pulse
caused a burst of activity, but with different efﬁciency.
Pulse 1 only caused four events in one cell. Inset shows
the number of exocytosis events as a function of time
after a UV pulse was applied, for data from all pulses
combined (1138 events). Bins are 0.8 s wide. The
maximum rate of exocytosis is reached;2 s after a UV
pulse. (D) Average number of exocytosis events per
pulse. On a per-cell basis, early pulses (pulses 2–4)
were approximately two-times more efﬁcient as late
ones (pulses 6–8), on average.
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order. A similar analysis using N13 cells also yielded ﬁrst-
order secretion kinetics (not shown), but with a faster char-
acteristic time (4.9 6 0.2 s, R2 ¼ 0.99), and a more robust
response (;55 and ;12 events/cell for N13 and WT cells,
respectively). The goodness of the ﬁrst-order kinetic ﬁts
down to the shortest times (Fig. 1 B, inset) suggests that the
rise of [Ca21]i is sufﬁciently rapid after the ﬁrst event in every
cell to produce a homogeneous response thereafter. That is,
BON cells seem to lack ultra-fast modes of response char-
acteristic of adrenal chromafﬁn cells (37).
For better kinetic resolution at short times, ultraviolet
(UV)-induced uncaging of calcium from NP-EGTA was
used. Typically 6–8 UV pulses, each lasting ;1 ms, were
administered at 6–10 s intervals to cells under TIRFM ob-
servation, and numerous exocytosis events were observed
after each pulse. An exception was pulse number 1, which
only caused a few events, perhaps due to rapid rebinding of
freshly released Ca21 to excess free NP-EGTA (27). The
cumulative number of exocytosis events as a function of time
is plotted in Fig. 1 C, using data from 59 cells to which eight
UV pulses were applied at 10 s intervals. Fig. 1 D plots the
average number of exocytosis events per cell, produced by
every pulse. Ignoring the effect of the ﬁrst UV pulse (applied
at t¼ 0), application of each subsequent pulse caused a burst
of exocytotic activity. Looking at short-time kinetics after a
UV pulse, it seems that the rate of exocytosis accelerates after
a certain lag. This is best seen in the inset of Fig. 1 C where
events from all pulses are pooled together, binned into 0.8 s
intervals after a UV pulse, and plotted as a histogram. The
maximum rate of exocytosis is reached only after ;2 s. The
different efﬁciency of every pulse to cause exocytosis was
correlated with its efﬁciency to generate [Ca21]i (Materials
and Methods and Supplementary Material).
Alternating detection of vesicle fusions using TIR excita-
tion and of [Ca21]i using wide-ﬁeld excitation of a ratio-
metric Ca21-sensitive dye, Fura-2, indicated that as little as
0.5 mM [Ca21]i was sufﬁcient to trigger a robust exocytotic
response in BON cells in UV-induced calcium uncaging
experiments (Supplementary Material).
Contact of a vesicle with the cell-membrane
leads to loss of its lateral mobility
After detection of a normal exocytosis event, the preceding
motions of the corresponding vesicle were analyzed by sin-
gle-particle tracking, backward in time, a method we call
retrotracking. Using the exponential variation of the eva-
nescent ﬁeld along the z axis perpendicular to the imaging
plane, motions of a vesicle can be related to changes of its
ﬂuorescence intensity using z(t) ¼ d ln[I(t)/Io], where d is
the evanescence depth, and I(t) and Io are the vesicle ﬂuo-
rescence intensities corresponding to positions z(t) and z¼ 0,
respectively (3,16). We took Io as the average intensity of
5–10 data points just preceding exocytosis. Since fusion
necessarily occurs at the PM, this amounts to setting z¼ 0 as
the position corresponding to a vesicle touching the cell
membrane, and calculating all z(t) positions relative to this
reference.
Our ﬁrst objective was to detect vesicle arrival at, and at-
tachment to the cell membrane. We considered that contact
between vesicular and cellular membranes occurred either
when 1), a vesicle’s approach ceased suddenly near z ¼ 0
when the approach had a well-deﬁned direction and speed (as
in Fig. 3 A, shown later); or 2), when z decreased to,50 nm
and stayed as such until fusion, for more irregular ap-
proaches. Most often, contact in the z-direction was accom-
panied by a concomitant lateral immobilization (in the xy
plane), as shown in Fig. 2 A. Two-dimensional diffusion co-
efﬁcients, Dxy, calculated for the portion of a trajectory be-
FIGURE 2 Cell membrane attachment leads to a dramatic loss of mobility
of a vesicle. (A) Left and right panels show the trajectory of a vesicle in the
xy and the xz planes, respectively. A red square marks the beginning of the
trajectory in both cases and the time interval between successive measure-
ments is 40 ms. Solid circles correspond to vertical positions (z axis) that are
away from the cell membrane. When the vesicle arrived at the cell
membrane (open circles), its mobility dropped drastically, both along the
z axis and the xy plane—probably because of binding to immobile attach-
ment factors. Lateral diffusion coefﬁcients calculated for the cell-membrane
unattached (solid circles) and attached (open circles) portions of similar
trajectories from 16 vesicles, from seven cells, differed 9 6 7 times on
average. (B) Distributions of lateral (xy) diffusion coefﬁcients of vesicles
which did, and did not, undergo fusion in cells stimulated by digitonin
permeabilization in the presence of 30 mM calcium. Half the fused vesicles
were immobile (Dxy, 0.53 10
4 mm2/s), compared to only 5% of the not-
fused ones. The average diffusion coefﬁcient for the fused population is 9.3
times lower than that of the not-fused one, a value remarkably close to the
loss of mobility of a single vesicle before and after its contact with the cell
membrane (A). Thirty-six fused and 45 not-fused vesicles were analyzed,
from the same seven cells. Bins are 0.5 3 104 mm2/s wide.
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fore contact (solid circles in Fig. 2 A) were 96 7 times higher
than after contact (open circles in Fig. 2 A, 16 vesicles from
seven cells). This observation is consistent with previous
studies which also reported loss of mobility upon arrival of a
vesicle to the cell membrane (4,5,16).
Typically, stimulation caused exocytosis of only a fraction
of vesicles near the basal cell membrane, visible by TIRFM,
in agreement with many previous reports (4,5,10,42). To see
whether the lateral immobilization indicated some commit-
ment of a vesicle toward fusion, the distribution of two-
dimensional diffusion coefﬁcients, Dfusedxy ; of vesicles that
underwent exocytosis was compared to that of vesicles which
did not fuse, Dnot-fusedxy (Fig. 2 B). These diffusion coefﬁcients
were obtained by analyzing whole trajectories, lasting 22 s on
average, without any attempt to separate contact and non-
contact periods. Fig. 2 B indicates marked differences be-
tween the two populations: 50% of the fused vesicles were
immobile (Dxy , 0.5 3 10
4 mm2/s), compared to only 5%
of the not-fused ones. The average diffusion coefﬁcient for
the fused population is 9.3 times lower than that of the not-
fused vesicles, a value remarkably close to the loss of mo-
bility of a single vesicle before and after its contact with the
cell membrane. Evidently, loss of lateral mobility represents
some sort of vesicle-attachment to the cell membrane, and
this is required for exocytosis. In BON cells, the overall
lifetime of the membrane-attached state must be comparable
to, or longer than, ;20 s—the mean duration of a trajectory
used to calculate lateral diffusion coefﬁcients.
Implicit in the foregoing discussion, two subpopulations
can be deﬁned among cell-membrane-attached vesicles:
those which have become attached during the observation
period (which we call newcomers) and those which had been
attached all along (named residents), including before stim-
ulation. To avoid any ambiguity, the following strict criteria
were used to deﬁne the two classes:
1. A newcomer is a vesicle which was at least 100 nm away
from the PM (i.e., for which z . 100 nm) anytime during
the observation period. There is little possibility that a
vesicle would be physically bound to the cell membrane
when such a distance away.
2. A resident is a vesicle which stayedwithin 50 nmof the PM
(z , 50 nm) during its entire observation. To maximize
differences between the two types, we further required that
a resident be PM-bound for a time longer than the typical
dwell-time of newcomers at the PM, tmbNEW: In practice, this
amounts to requiring that the observation time of a
resident, tobsRES; be longer than t
mb
NEW.
Any vesicle not conforming to these deﬁnitions was not
classiﬁed and not used in the analyses of newcomers and
residents. In caged-calcium experiments, out of 1138 vesicles
that underwent fusion, 431 could be tracked satisfactorily in
the z-direction for classiﬁcation purposes. One-hundred-and-
ﬁfteen of these (;27% of trackable vesicles) were not clas-
siﬁed. We judged that sacriﬁcing these borderline vesicles
was justiﬁed to keep deﬁnitions (and any observed differ-
ences) clear between the two classes. All types of vesicle
behavior reported below were observed in digitonin/Ca21 as
well as in caged-Ca21 experiments, with apparently similar
characteristics, but the largest set of data was obtained in
caged-Ca21 experiments. Hence, unless speciﬁed otherwise,
all data presented hereafter are from the latter.
Newcomers
Since the deﬁnition of residents depends on an intrinsic
property of newcomers, namely the time they spend at the
cell membrane, we ﬁrst classiﬁed and analyzed newcomers.
A sample z-trajectory is shown in Fig. 3 A. The approach to
the PM is followed by attachment (t  9 s) and fusion (t ¼
0). The fraction of newcomers among classiﬁed vesicles was
31% (97 out of 316). In Fig. 3 A, the motion along the z axis is
characterized by a nonrandom, linear approach, with a ve-
locity of 14 nm/s (red line). Approximately ﬁfty-percent of
newcomers made a similar, directed approach, with a typical
arrival velocity of ,100 nm/s (Fig. 3 B).
In Fig. 3 C, we plotted the number of newcomers not yet
undergone fusion at time t since their arrival to the cell
membrane at t ¼ 0. The distribution is reasonably well ﬁt by
an exponential with a characteristic time of tmbNEW ¼ 11:26
0:5 s (R2 ¼ 0.98), suggesting newcomers constitute a homo-
geneous population. The distribution of dwell times at the cell
membrane is broad; it includes vesicles that spent any time
from only a fraction of a second up to 50 s. Thus, theminimum
time required to become fusion-competent after PM-attach-
mentmay be very short (,;100ms), but this is accomplished
by only a few vesicles which do not constitute a separate pool,
in contrast to what had been suggested in chromafﬁn cells by
Allersma et al. (10,43). A typical newcomer needs to spent
;10 s at the cell membrane before fusingwith it.We found no
correlation between the arrival speed of a newcomer and its
membrane-dwelling time.We characterized fusion kinetics of
newcomers by plotting the number of surviving vesicles as a
function of the time separating the last UV stimulation-pulse
from fusion (Fig. 4 A).
Residents
Sixty-nine percent of classiﬁed vesicles were residents (219
out of 316). By deﬁnition, these had a much longer dwelling
time at the cell membrane than newcomers. Thus, if mem-
brane attachment was rate-limiting for exocytosis, residents
should have a kinetic advantage over newcomers. The num-
ber of surviving residents as a function of time since the last
UV stimulation is shown in Fig. 4 B. When the surviving
fraction of newcomers and residents are plotted together, no
signiﬁcant differences can be discerned in their kinetics (Fig.
4 C). Overall, these results suggest that during the last 10 s of
their lives, newcomers and residents undergo similar stages
of preparation for exocytosis.
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Vesicles suddenly approaching the cell
membrane shortly before exocytosing: steppers
The results above indicated that one or more stages occurring
during the PM-attached period, but not attachment itself,
should be rate-limiting for exocytosis. We reasoned that, if
one of these stages involves relatively rapid molecular rear-
rangements such as switching between attachment factors,
FIGURE 3 Newcomer vesicles. (A) Trajectory of a newcomer along the z
axis. The vesicle approached the cell membrane with a constant speed of 14
nm/s, from the beginning of acquisition until 9 s. It stayed at the cell
membrane for tmbNEW ¼ 9 s before fusing with it. (B) Distribution of arrival
speeds of newcomers which had a clear directional motion (45 vesicles from
22 cells, 45 out of 97 of newcomers, or 46%). Many of them had a linear
arrival, like the vesicle in panel A, whereas some others slightly accelerated
or decelerated as they approached the PM. For the latter, the average speed
between the appearance and PM-arrival is used in calculating the histogram.
The average speed for vesicles which had v , 300 nm/s is 67 nm/s. A few
vesicles had speeds.400 nm/s, possibly arising from a mechanism different
than that for slower ones. Bin size: 70 nm/s. (C) Distribution of membrane
residency times, tmbNEW; of newcomers (circles). The continuous curve is an
exponential ﬁt, N(t) ¼ No et/t, with No ¼ 99.6 and t ¼ 11.2 s as best-ﬁt
parameters.
FIGURE 4 Survival kinetics of newcomers and residents. (A) Number of
surviving newcomers as a function of time since the last UV pulse. (B)
Number of surviving residents as a function of time since the last UV pulse.
(C) Surviving fraction of newcomers (squares) and residents (circles) as a
function of time since the last UV pulse. These distributions are equivalent to
unnormalized probability density functions for fusion after a UV pulse.
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this may be visualized using TIRFM. Thus, we scrutinized
z-trajectories of vesicles more closely, especially shortly
before their fusions. In 150 cases out of 356 high quality
z-trajectories (42%) we observed a sudden, stepwise approach
toward the cell membrane, typically 1–5 s before exocytosis,
as shown in Fig. 5, A–C. For comparison, a nonstepper
vesicle’s z-trajectory is shown in Fig. 5 D, also illustrating a
small perturbation sometimes caused by UV pulses. Sixty-
eight trajectories were not classiﬁed because vesicles did not
stay at two stable positions long enough or else the approach
was too slow, obscuring a clear, stepwise motion toward the
PM. Only 13 vesicles from eight cells (13 out of 356¼ 3.6%
of all vesicles) displayed a stepwise motion of a few tens of
nanometers away from the PM, 3–9 s before fusion. The
remainder did not show any clear stepwise motion away from
the PM. Without exception, every backstepper vesicle re-
covered its z ¼ 0 nm position before undergoing exocytosis.
An example of a backstepper is given in Fig. 3 A. This vesicle
approached the PM with constant velocity. Upon reaching
the PM, it seemed to bounce back (t ¼ 6 s) but was held at
;20 nm from the PM. The vesicle took a 20-nm forward step
;1 s before exocytosis. The very rare backward steps were
not analyzed any further.
The distribution of forward step sizes, Dz, is plotted in Fig.
5 E. A Gaussian ﬁt to the distribution yielded ÆDzæ ¼ 21 nm,
with a standard deviation of 12 nm. BON cells stimulated by
digitonin/Ca21 yielded similar observations, albeit on a
smaller set of data (not shown). We also aligned all stepper
trajectories with respect to the ﬁrst data point after the step
and plotted them together in Fig. 5 F. The average stepper
trajectory is shown as the thick, red line.
A sudden ﬂuorescence increase of a vesicle, interpreted
here as an approach to the PM, may also be caused by tran-
sient openings of a fusion pore leading to the neutralization of
the intragranular pH, since the EGFP we used is brighter at
neutral pH than at intragranular pH (5.5). However, at least
three arguments suggest a pH change is not at the origin of
our observations. First, a full pH neutralization should lead to
FIGURE 5 Stepping vesicles. (A–C) Three ex-
amples of steppers, i.e., vesicles making a ﬁnal,
stepwise approach to the cell membrane shortly
before their exocytoses. Red curves are ﬁts to the
experimental vesicle positions, of the form zﬁt¼ a1
Dz/[1 1 exp((t – ts)t)], where a measures the
z-position after stepping down, ts is the time of
stepping with respect to the time of fusion (t¼ 0 s),
t measures the timescale over which stepping
occurs, and Dz is the step size. For panels A–C,
the ﬁts produced a ¼ 0.84, 3.6, 2.3 nm, ts ¼
2.4, 8.5, 0.9 s, t ¼ 3, 2, 35 ms, and Dz ¼ 25,
42, 21 nm. Time points at which UV pulses were
administered are indicated as vertical dash-dotted
lines. Times between the last UV pulse preceding a
step and the step (t1), and a step and exocytosis (t2)
are indicated in panels A and B. The last UV pulse
was applied at t¼7.7 s for the vesicle in panel C.
(D) A nonstepper vesicle. Incidentally, this was
also a resident vesicle, since its z-position remained
stable within 50 nm of the cell membrane, for
longer than 10 s. The trajectory illustrates a small
artifact sometimes caused by UV pulses, namely a
short, transient jump of the z-position away from
the PM. The effect is mainly due to background
ﬂuorescence excited by the UV pulse, which ren-
ders the threshold used in the two-dimensional
tracking of the vesicle inappropriate, and conse-
quently introduces an error in the xy centroid
position of the vesicle. The error propagates to
the intensity calculation (by Gaussian ﬁtting to the
radial intensity proﬁle), which results in a slightly
smaller intensity value, corresponding to a slightly
higher z-position. As the tracking program relo-
cates the correct centroid within 0.2–0.3 s, the
effect vanishes. (E) Distribution of step sizes, Dz.
The curve is a Gaussian ﬁt to the step-size histo-
gram, which yielded ÆDzæ ¼ 21 nm, and the
standard deviation s ¼ 12 nm. (F) All stepper trajectories, aligned to the time point just after the step, plotted together. The thick red curve is the average
trajectory. Because the time range over which the trajectories can be averaged is determined by the shortest trajectory, we excluded 14 trajectories lasting
,0.8 s after a step in calculating the average (including these short trajectories makes no noticeable change in the average step size).
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an approximately threefold increase in EGFP ﬂuorescence
(44,45), corresponding to Dz ¼ 110 nm and 165 nm at the
evanescence depths of 100 nm and 150 nm used here, re-
spectively. These values are much higher than typical step
sizes (Fig. 5 E), although partial pH neutralization may ac-
count for some exceptionally large steps. Second, transient
pore openings, observed as small foot currents preceding
large spikes in amperometric detection of catecholamines
released during single fusion events, typically precede exo-
cytosis by a delay much shorter than the delay between the
brightening of a stepper and its fusion (3.3 s, see below). For
example, foot currents last ;100 ms or less in chromafﬁn
cells (46). Similar or shorter durations for foot currents were
found in BON cells stimulated by application of 5 mM ion-
omycin in Locke solution (C. Amatore, S. Arbault, and F.
Lemaıˆtre, personal communication, 2007). As in the case
of digitonin/Ca21 or caged Ca21 stimulation, ionomycin
causes a direct increase of intracellular calcium, bypassing
receptor-mediated mechanisms. Finally, a pH change should
occur independently of the evanescence depth d, yielding the
same brightening ratio (If/Ii), but a 1.5 times larger Dz, at d¼
150 nm than d ¼ 100 nm, since Dz ¼ jd ln(If/Ii)j. Contrary
to this, essentially the same step size distribution was ob-
tained at d ¼ 100 and 150 nm (Dz ¼ 25 6 14 nm, 135
granules/31 cells, and Dz ¼ 23 6 11 nm, 8 granules/3 cells,
respectively).
In the caged-Ca21 experiments, a step was separated from
the most recent UV pulse by a delay t1 and from fusion by a
delay t2 (Fig. 5, A and B). Distributions of these delays are
shown in Fig. 6. The distribution of t1 is relatively complex,
showing several regimes (Fig. 6 A), whereas t2 values are
distributed nearly exponentially, with a characteristic time of
3.3 s (Fig. 6 B). An important question is the [Ca21]i-
dependence of these timescales. With our setup, this is dif-
ﬁcult to investigate with great precision because we cannot
simultaneously follow vesicle and calcium dynamics. How-
ever, some conclusions may be drawn from the average
[Ca21]i generated by every UV pulse, measured in separate
experiments.
We used the calcium-sensitive dye Fluo-4 to measure
relative [Ca21]i variations in cells coloaded with NP-EGTA,
under photolysis conditions identical to those of exocytosis
studies. Typically, each brief UV pulse caused an instanta-
neous increase in the Fluo-4 signal, consistent with previous
reports (36,38,47). Averaged signals decayed roughly ex-
ponentially with a characteristic time of tCa21  9 s, with
tCa21 that varied from cell-to-cell and pulse-to-pulse between
;2 and .15 s. On average, early pulses produced higher
peak Ca21 signals and number of events per cell than late
ones (see Supplementary Material). Thus, in Fig. 1 D early
pulses (2–4) probably generated approximately two times
more [Ca21]i compared to late pulses (6–8), as they did
number of events/cell, providing a means to assess the sen-
sitivity of the delays t1 and t2 to calcium by pooling events
generated by early and late UV pulses.
For pooled data, the fraction of steppers which have not yet
stepped at time t1 after a UV pulse is shown in Fig. 7 A, while
the fraction of steppers which have already made a step but
not yet fused a time t2 after stepping is displayed in Fig. 7 B.
Fig. 7 A shows clearly that vesicles step-down faster for early
(higher [Ca21]i) than for late (lower [Ca
21]i) pulses (P ¼
0.007, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). For early pulses, ap-
proximately half the vesicles have stepped down within;1 s
after a UV pulse, whereas this ﬁgure is only ;35% for late
pulses. Thereafter, a plateau is reached for data from late
pulses, which lasts until ;5.5 s, whereas, for early pulses,
vesicles continue to step, albeit at a slower rate, until ;7 s.
The acceleration of the stepping rate as t/ 10 s both for late
and early pulses is artifactual, as the maximum delay between
the last UV pulse and stepping cannot exceed 10 s for UV
pulses separated by 10 s (except, of course, for the ultimate
pulse, but for which no such events were observed). In sharp
contrast to the data concerning t1, Fig. 7 B shows that after
making a step, survival kinetics are nearly superposable for
vesicles from early and late pulses. They can be well de-
scribed by an exponential decay with a characteristic time of
3.3 s (Fig. 6 B). Evidently, once a vesicle steps-down to the
FIGURE 6 Distributions of stepping times after a UV pulse and post-step
survival times. (A) Number of steppers not yet stepped a time t1 after the
nearest UV pulse. (B) Number of steppers not yet fused a time t2 after having
made a step.
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cell membrane, it undergoes exocytosis with an exponential
probability distribution, independent of [Ca21]i, at least within
the small, approximately twofold calcium variation probed
here. Survival kinetics after stepping do not suffer from the
aforementioned artifact concerning the kinetics of stepping
after a UV pulse (Fig. 7 A), because t2 measures the delay
between a step and exocytosis, independent of when a UV
pulse is applied.
If steppers underwent distinct stages of maturation before
fusion compared to nonsteppers, this should be reﬂected in
the kinetics of exocytosis of the two types of vesicle. The
surviving fraction of all nonstepper and stepper vesicles as a
function of time since the last applied UV pulse is plotted in
Fig. 8 A: most, if not all, nonsteppers are kinetically equiv-
alent to steppers, since their survival kinetics are very similar.
Essentially the same fraction of steppers were observed
among newcomer and resident vesicles, with 36 out of 97
newcomers (37%) and 78 out of 219 residents (36%) dis-
playing a step. Although not superposable, survival kinetics
of stepper and nonstepper newcomers do not differ signiﬁ-
cantly (Fig. 8 B). Again, no signiﬁcant differences can be
discerned between the survival kinetics of stepper and non-
stepper residents (Fig. 8 C).
FIGURE 7 Distributions of stepping times after a UV pulse and post-step
survival times, for vesicles that stepped after early or late pulses. (A) Fraction
of steppers not yet undergone a step a time t1 after the nearest UV pulse.
Vesicles that stepped after early (pulses 2–4) and late (pulses 6–8) pulses are
indicated as squares or circles, respectively. (B) Fraction of steppers not yet
fused a time t2 after having made a step, grouped for early and late pulses as
in panel A.
FIGURE 8 Comparison of fusion kinetics between steppers and non-
steppers. (A) Fraction of stepper (circles) or nonstepper (squares) vesicles
not yet fused a time t since the nearest UV pulse. The two distributions are
almost identical. (B) Fraction of newcomer stepper (circles) or newcomer
nonstepper (squares) vesicles not yet fused a time t since the nearest UV
pulse. Although the two distributions are not superposable, they are not
signiﬁcantly different (P ¼ 0.511, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). (C) Fraction
of resident stepper (circles) or resident nonstepper (squares) vesicles not yet
fused a time t since the nearest UV pulse.
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DISCUSSION
It is well established that attachment of a secretory vesicle to
the PM is not a sufﬁcient condition for fusion-competence,
i.e., for undergoing rapid fusion in response to elevated Ca21
concentrations. PM-bound vesicles must go through a num-
ber of biochemical maturation stages, collectively known
as priming, to become fusion-competent (1,2,12). Despite
identiﬁcation of a number of molecules involved in binding
vesicles to the PM and priming them, priming still remains a
molecularly ill-deﬁned set of events. A major difﬁculty has
been the lack of assays that can link biochemical priming
reactions with corresponding changes in the physical state of
a vesicle, such as its mode of PM-attachment, or recruitment
of a factor, or a conformational change of a member of the
attachment machinery. Electron microscopy, which has high
spatial resolution, is of limited use in such studies, since it
cannot distinguish which of the morphologically docked
vesicles are primed and which are not. As for live imaging
studies, TIRFM, which is by far the method of choice, has
largely been ineffective in identifying and characterizing
substages of vesicle attachment to the PM despite a spatial
resolution often surpassing ;10 nm in the z-direction per-
pendicular to the imaging plane and its widespread use in the
study of single-vesicle exocytosis over the past decade.
Here, using TIRFM to scrutinize trajectories of secretory
vesicles shortly before their exocytoses, we have provided a
physical description of secretory vesicle-PM interactions at
an unprecedented level of detail, including characterization
of a ;21-nm ﬁnal, stepwise approach of vesicles toward the
PM shortly before their fusion with it. Two aspects of this
work have been crucial in overcoming past difﬁculties and
allowing these observations: 1), acquisition and analysis of a
large body of data; and 2), a simple and robust method we call
retrotracking that allows our measuring the axial distance
between a vesicle and the PM with high resolution (see be-
low). Approach 2, crucial to our analysis, has rarely been
exploited in TIRFM studies despite its power, perhaps be-
cause it has been difﬁcult to automate and thus is still very
time-consuming. Approach 1 was also tedious, but equally
essential, since it allowed us to make statistical analyses,
particularly to calculate distributions of step sizes, lifetimes,
etc. In the absence of molecular characterization in a novel
cell-line model, a characteristic lifetime or a step size that
arises from such analyses and the internal consistency of the
ensemble of data (see below) argue strongly that what is
measured is due to some particular molecular event, rather
than an artifact.
Interactions of secretory vesicles with the PM
Retrotracking has been crucial in studying interactions be-
tween secretory vesicles and the PM. Although in TIRFM,
changes in the ﬂuorescence intensity of a vesicle can be re-
lated to variations in its z-position, it is usually difﬁcult to
know the distance of a vesicle from the cell membrane. For
vesicles which underwent exocytosis upon permeabilizing
cells by digitonin in the presence of Ca21, or by releasing
Ca21 directly into the cytosol from a photolabile chelator, we
devised a simple method to measure such distances as a
function of time (11,16,18). We reasoned that a vesicle had to
be at the cell membrane just before its fusion, and took its
average ﬂuorescence intensity 5–10 frames preceding its
exocytosis as the reference intensity (setting z¼ 0 as when it
was in contact with the cell membrane). We then tracked
positions of the vesicle backward in time.
We deﬁned two subpopulations among cell membrane-
attached vesicles: newcomers, which became attached during
the observation period and stayed PM-bound for an average
time of tmbNEW; and residents, which had been attached for
.tmbNEW; including before stimulation.
Newcomers constituted 31% of the classiﬁed vesicles.
Remarkably, approximately half of these approached the cell
membrane in a clearly directed manner, typically with a
speed ,100 nm/s. In comparison, Steyer et al. (4,6), had
found all vesicles arrived at the cell membrane in a directed
manner in bovine chromafﬁn cells under stimulation, but this
was based on a very limited number of vesicles. Such active
motion may involve molecular motors such as myosins V or
II, both implicated in late stages of exocytosis (48,49).
The dwell time of a newcomer at the cell membrane before
its exocytosis is, by deﬁnition, the time required for priming.
We found that dwell times are distributed exponentially
(tmbNEW ¼ 11:2 s), indicating a homogeneous population. In-
terestingly, Xu and co-workers (36) had found an average
priming time of ;10 s for granules in adrenal chromafﬁn
cells, using electrophysiological methods.
Our most spectacular ﬁnding was that ;40% of vesicles
(150 out of 356) were steppers, i.e., they made a ;21-nm
ﬁnal, stepwise approach toward the PM shortly before fusing
with it. A few vesicles made .50 nm steps, which likely
arose from a different mechanism than a rearrangement of the
attachment machinery, perhaps due to a partial pH neutrali-
zation. Our analysis of the characteristics of a large number of
steppers has led us to the following precise model concerning
maturation of PM-bound vesicles.
Mechanistic implications
What do our ﬁndings imply about maturation stages occur-
ring at the cell membrane? Consider ﬁrst steppers only. For
these, we can rigorously deﬁne two modes of attachment to
the cell membrane: a tethered (T) state before and a docked
(D) state after making a step (Fig. 9 A). Docking invariably
leads to fusion (F), since we could only follow distances of
fused vesicles from the cell membrane. In contrast, fusion is
not permitted directly from the T state. A resident stepper is
attached to the cell membrane before stimulation. But before
stimulation no fusion occurs, implying that a clamp must be
preventing T vesicles from converting to D (i.e., a T-clamp).
In addition, we found higher calcium levels promote stepping
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(T/ D). Thus, stimulation (a calcium rise) should cause the
clamp to be released, allowing the T / D transition (i.e.,
stepping down). Once the step is made, fusion occurs with
calcium-independent, exponential kinetics, with a charac-
teristic time of 3.3 s, at least within the calcium variation that
could be probed. A newcomer stepper, once attached to the
cell membrane, spends, on average, ;10 s before fusion.
During that time, fusion kinetics of newcomers were found to
be similar to those of residents, suggesting that a newcomer
must go through the same stages as a resident, i.e., T/D/
F. The release of the brake, in addition to requiring high
[Ca21]i, most likely involves an interaction between vesic-
ular and cell membrane factors; otherwise newcomers could
undergo the T/ D transition faster or dock directly to the
cell membrane, bypassing the T state, and display faster fu-
sion kinetics. These conclusions follow directly from our
observations, without any assumption.
What about nonsteppers? Do they not undergo a T/ D
transition before fusion? We found that steppers and non-
steppers have indistinguishable kinetics. Thus, the two types
should undergo similar stages of maturation. In other words,
nonsteppers should also undergo a T/D transition, but this
escapes detection for some reason. There are actually a
number of reasons why all T/ D transitions should not be
detectable:
First, unless a vesicle stayed at two stable z-positions
sufﬁciently long before and after stepping, it was not easy to
tell with conﬁdence that a step had occurred. We eliminated
68 such doubtful cases out of 357 high quality z-trajectories.
Second, even in many good quality z-trajectories in which
the vesicle position was stable for several seconds before
fusion, we could not detect a clear step (e.g., as in Fig. 5 D).
This can be due to the tethering/docking machineries not
being located directly below a vesicle, or the cell membrane
not being ﬂat, as schematically drawn in Fig. 9 B, or some
other conﬁgurations that do not give rise to a detectable
transition.
Third, if vesicles approached the cell membrane with an
oblique angle, steps along the z axis would only be detected
for sufﬁciently large approach angles (Fig. 9 B, right).
Under our experimental conditions, this last argument
alone may be sufﬁcient to explain why only approximately
half of the T/D transitions would be detected. To illustrate
this, suppose T/ D transitions occur with a randomly dis-
tributed approach angle, and have exactly Drc ¼ 20 nm
amplitude in three dimensions. With our minimum detectable
step size in z, Dzmin  10 nm, only steps occurring with an
angle larger than amin ¼ arcsin(Dzmin/Drc) ¼ arcsin(10 nm/
20 nm) ¼ p/6 would be detected. The volume fraction of the
hemisphere of radius Drc corresponding to this critical angle
can readily be shown to be 1/2, i.e., 1/2 of the T/ D tran-
sitions would go undetected. It is unlikely that our step-de-
tection efﬁciency would be much improved were we to
calculate steps in three dimensions (i.e., Dr¼ fDx21 Dy21
Dz2g1/2), since our resolution in either the x or y direction is
;20 nm (16).
In conclusion, although we cannot exclude the possibility
that a small fraction of nonsteppers may undergo other
mechanisms, the simplest explanation of our results is that all
vesicles undergo the T/D/ F stages sequentially. This is
supported by the fact that steppers and nonsteppers occurred
with essentially the same fraction among newcomer and
FIGURE 9 Model of maturation stages occurring at the cell membrane. (A)
Stepper vesicles are tethered (T) before, and docked (D) after making a
stepwise approach toward the cell membrane. By deﬁnition, all steppers are
initially in the T state. Resident vesicles are already attached to the cell
membrane before stimulation, whereas newcomers become so during stim-
ulation. Since stepping inevitably leads to fusion and no fusion occurs in the
absence of stimulation, a T-clamp must prevent residents at rest from un-
dergoing the T/ D transition (stepping). Stimulation increases the intra-
cellular calcium concentration, which leads to the release of the clamp. This,
in turn, allows an ;20-nm stepwise approach toward the cell membrane,
getting the vesicles into the D state. Thereafter, a vesicle undergoes fusion
with an exponential probability distribution, on a characteristic timescale of
3.3 s, independent of calcium, at least within the modest range explored here.
Because newcomers and residents have indistinguishable fusion kinetics,
measured over 10 s, they probably undergo the samepreparation stageswithin
the last 10 s of their existence (see text for details). This model, rigorously
applicable to steppers, directly follows from our data, without making any
assumption. The only speculations in this ﬁgure concern the identity of the
docking factors (SNARE proteins) and location of the clamps, which are
based on other work (see text). The model is most likely applicable to
nonsteppers as well, since their kinetics are identical to those of steppers,
implying they undergo the same stages as steppers. (B) Several possibilities as
to why a T / D transition may not always lead to a detectable step. A
tethering factor located off the z axis going through the center of the vesicle
(top left), or membrane folds (bottom left) may cause a T/D transition to be
accompanied by a small displacement that may not be detectable (docking
factors not shown for clarity). In addition, any 20-nm approach that occurs
with an oblique angle may lead to a projected z displacement that may be too
small to be detected (right). See text for details.
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resident vesicles, because an alternative mechanism would
likely affect them differentially. We emphasize that we only
analyzed z-motions of vesicles which fused, since only for
them could we tell accurately the z-positions with respect to
the cell membrane. For these, stepping inevitably led to fu-
sion; that is, the T / D was irreversible. Under resting
conditions, or for vesicles which did not fuse, we cannot tell
whether docked vesicles can undock and become tethered.
The model implies that when the mean lifetimes in the T
and D states are comparable, the overall secretion kinetics
should exhibit an initial lag, required for converting non-
fusogenic T-vesicles to fusogenic D-vesicles. In contrast, at
sufﬁciently high Ca21, the highly Ca21-sensitive T-lifetime
(t1) should be rendered much shorter than the D-lifetime (t2),
and only a single timescale dominated by the D-lifetime
should be detected. Consistent with these considerations, at
low [Ca21]i (;1 mM) we observed sigmoidal kinetics with a
;2 s lag to reach the maximum rate of secretion (Fig. 1 C,
inset), whereas ﬁrst-order kinetics were found at high cal-
cium (30 mM), with a characteristic time of 4.9 s.
It is thought that a trans-complex formed between four
parallel helical domains, belonging to two soluble n-ethyl
maleimide attachment protein receptors (SNAREs) of the PM
and one of the vesicle membrane, is involved in the attach-
ment of vesicles to the PM and their fusion with it (1).
Cleavage of the SNARE proteins by clostridial neurotoxins
(50) or genetic inactivation of the corresponding genes (51)
block exocytosis, but not the correct targeting of vesicles to
the cell membrane. Therefore, a SNARE-independent at-
tachment step, called tethering, should occur upstream of
SNARE-dependent docking and fusion (52–54). Known
tethering factors are large proteins, having multiple interac-
tion partners to integrate a number of functions such as
vesicle targeting, cytoskeleton remodeling, and recruiting
docking factors and calcium sensors. As for docking, it is
generally accepted that it involves at least partially assembled
SNARE complexes, which should bring apposed membranes
to close proximity, perhaps to within a few nm (55). Thus,
when a vesicle goes from a tethering-factor-attached to a
SNARE-docked state, an approach of the order of a few tens
of nanometers between the vesicular and cellular membranes
may be expected, consistent with our ﬁndings.
We found that once the clamp is released, docking occurs,
and fusion follows with slow, calcium-independent, ﬁrst-
order kinetics, at least within the limited calcium variation
that we could probe. This surprising ﬁnding is actually con-
sistent with a large number of in vitro experiments that have
shown that when artiﬁcial vesicles containing either synaptic
t- or v-SNAREs are mixed together, they fuse slowly and
independently of calcium (56,57). Thus, unless specialized
scaffolding machineries and fast calcium sensors are present
as in cells capable of fast secretion, SNARE-mediated fusion
from the docked state is not necessarily expected to be fast.
Our ability to directly visualize different modes of PM-
attachment and the model we have proposed provide a solid
framework for future studies for clarifying the exact role of
various molecules implicated in attachment and priming of
granules.
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